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A preferred gender pronoun or PGP is the gender pronoun, or set of gender pronouns, an individual uses to 

represent themselves and by which they would like others to use when they represent them (PFLAG). The use of 

PGPs is meant to show respect to the autonomy of individuals whose gender identity may not conform to the 

appearance of others, or individuals whose identity is gender non-binary (HRC). The use of PGPs is suggested 

as a best practice by nearly every major LGBT+ organization in the US (PFLAG, HRC, etc.). Today, systems for 

implementing PGPs exist everywhere from college applications, hospital intake forms, dating websites, and 

beyond. While the use of PGPs shows respect for transgender and gender nonconforming individuals, these 

practices have unintended consequences as they contribute to the ever-expanding economies of data collection, 

made possible through the rise of information technologies. This work will explore questions of economy and 

power related to the collection of PGPs and the challenge of queer autonomy in the age of neoliberal capitalism.  
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Introduction 

A preferred gender pronoun or PGP is the gender pronoun, or set of gender pronouns, an individual 

uses to represent themselves and which they would like others to use when they represent them 

(PFLAG). The use of PGPs is meant to show respect for the autonomy of individuals whose gender 

identity may not conform to the way they are perceived by others, or individuals whose identity is 

gender non-binary (HRC). The use of PGPs is suggested as a best practice by nearly every major 

LGBT+ organization in the US (PFLAG, HRC, etc.). Today, systems for implementing PGPs exist every-

where, from college applications, hospital intake forms, dating websites, and beyond. While the use 

of PGPs shows respect for transgender and gender nonconforming individuals, these practices have 

unintended consequences as they contribute to the ever-expanding economies of data collection, 

made possible through the rise of information technologies. This work will explore questions of eco-

nomy and power related to the collection of PGPs and the challenge of queer autonomy in the age 

of neoliberal capitalism.  

 

Internet technologies dominate our daily lives. Whether it is by computer, tablet, or cell phone, our 

lives are mediated by the interfaces of our personal screens. These information technologies create 

a unique opportunity through which data are captured based on our browsing habits; content is 

generated to keep each of us clicking by providing us with content specific to our interests. This data 

is capital, being sold, repackaged, and sold back to us in a variety of ever-expanding packages. There-

fore, our ever-expanding gender identities, which we provide to Facebook, dating websites, etc. do  
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not present a disturbance or a challenge in these digital spaces in the same way they once would 

have in physical spaces (schools, the workplace, etc.), but instead mimic and contribute to the work 

of algorithms in their collection and production of ever greater configurations of data. For instance, 

Amazon does not care if I am queer; its algorithms will generate an ad for Janet Mock’s latest book 

as easily as they would an ad for one by Bill O’Reilly, based on what I shared on Facebook or what I 

searched for on Google earlier. The collection and use of pronouns exists in a much larger context 

on the internet, as everything from race to sexuality to any imagined identity marker or personal 

preference is utilized by algorithms for its data potential. This generates the need to think about how 

we share personal information as queer beings and how our practices might contribute to processes 

of power and economy, recognizing how our participation on the internet is monetized. Since I am 

a transgender woman and Director of an LGBT+ office at a US university, it is of important concern 

to me to begin a conversation about how queer autonomy relates to the internet and the ways in 

which we collect information. This work will make an intervention into queer scholarship by imagining 

how emerging political and media theory can help to investigate unfolding questions of LGBT+ inter-

net usage. 

 

Changing Technologies, Changing Power 

Capital is no longer static. Internet and algorithmic technologies have increased the scope of capi-

talism through the constant participation of subjects with internet technologies. These technologies, 

through their multidimensional omnipresence and capacity to retain and reconfigure data, have blurred 

the boundaries of work/leisure, private/public, and consumer/producer, reimagining all social space 

as that of capitalist production. Humans exist in concert with these technologies, contributing to and 

being produced through their communication with algorithms, which have the power to make and 

place bets on resources all over the world in a matter of seconds. This global information economy 

is a product of the evolution of neoliberalism and the expanding efficiencies of global capital, and it 

speaks to the reduction of all things, human and non-human, to data in which resources and infor-

mation alike flow through digital networks. Power is no longer a singular locatable thing, as Deleuze 

notes, with singular focal points such as the school, prison, factory, etc. as it was in Foucault’s disci-

pline society, but is managed through access to information and resources on networks, and the 

system of credit and debt (Deleuze, 2000: 89). This is not a new form of power, but rather still capital; 

it is a mutation made possible by technology, and it is more efficient in grasp and control (2000: 90). 

It is the effective management of the very global insecurity that capital creates. Information techno-

logies make possible the extension of the neoliberal horizon over all things human and machine, 

interchangeable in networks of machinic formations (Lazzarato, 2014: 35). Hardt and Negri’s notion 

of empire posits this digital mutation of capital nicely when they explain that, “empire posits a regime 

that encompasses... spacial totality” and “presents its rule not as a transitory moment in the movement 

of history, but as a regime with no temporal boundaries and in this sense is outside of history or at 

the end of history” (Hardt and Negri, 2000: xiv-xv). In short, capital is no longer any single locatable 

thing, but it is our relation to others, ourselves, and the world (Invisible Committee, 2007: 91). It is   
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a neoliberalist orientation made possible by the expanse of internet technologies from the West 

around the globe. We are ever more oriented through our technologies; this is already a growing 

reality of Western life but one that is quickly becoming more apparent elsewhere. 

 

Internet experience is dictated by the work of algorithms. As Ed Finn puts it, algorithms are “cultural 

machines,” because they are not only created by us, but they effect and shape us, determining how 

we exist, in return (2017: 48). Whether it is an app navigating us to a new location, Facebook commu-

nication with friends, picking out a movie or restaurant, or even choosing a mate, we use algorithmic 

technologies in every step of our daily existences. While most of us do not know what goes on behind 

the screen of our devices, we engage with them nonetheless, exhibiting a great deal of faith when 

we rely on them. In What Algorithms Want, Ed Finn explores the long-lasting analogy of algorithm 

as religion, citing the work of both George Dyson and Eric Chandler, writing: 

 

perhaps the best analogy was offered at the IEEE Computer Society in 1988: ‘Soft-

ware and cathedrals are much the same—first we build them, then we pray.’ This 

was meant as a joke, of course, but it hides a deeper truth about our relationship 

to the figure of the algorithm today. The architecture of code relies on a structure 

of belief as well as a logical organization of bits. (2017: 13) 

 

There is a faith we put in their processes, and this faith, as it materializes through the Western ritual 

of our device use, shapes us and determines our worldly orientation. It is not surprising then that our 

constant need to open our phones, laptops, or tablets is big business. Former design ethicist at Google, 

Tristan Harris (Casey, 2017), likens opening our personal technology to pulling the lever on a slot 

machine, in which we wait in excitement, constantly refreshing our feeds to see if we’ve gotten a new 

social media notification, message alert, or email. For Harris, what then emerges is something he calls 

the “attention economy,” where there is no shortage of information, but a shortage of users’ time, 

which produces a hyper competitive space where companies compete to monopolize user head 

space through ever quicker and less substantial content. This content is personalized, through the 

use of algorithmic technologies, and marks a stark contrast to earlier forms of media, surrounding or 

encapsulating us in an experience of capital that does not turn off, is without limits, and presents 

itself as reality. Wendy Chun explains this dimensional difference in experience and shift in user 

orientation with computer technologies by saying that “Fiber optics threaten an infinite open circle 

of the ‘representable’—they melt and stretch the glass so that nothing screens the subject from the 

circulation and proliferation of images. At the same time, they displace representation by code” 

(Chun, 2008). What emerges through our participation with information technologies is a reduction 

of the human and non-human alike to the data of capital; we are living digital lives. There is no 

distinction between the neoliberal citizen and the world.  

 

Internet technologies separate themselves from former medias in their multidimensional level of 

engagement. The algorithm speaks back to us and engages us in the form of ever emerging perso-

nalized content and choices. It is through interactivity, as Marc Andrejvic puts it, that the computer 
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now hyper produces the kind of surveillance that the tv offered, a la Jhally and Livant’s reading of 

Dallas Smythe, maximizing the commodification of our leisure and dramatically altering the ways we 

think, act, and engage with the world (Andrejvic, 2000: 813). Andrejevic argues that this algorithmic 

communication with users produces what he calls digital enclosures, which are infinite feedback 

loops to keep an internet user clicking and producing more data and revenue. Thus, it is important 

to recognize that far beyond surveillance, neoliberal governance is generative; we are producing 

constant revenue with our internet usage. The content and choices that then emerge within a user’s 

browsing experience are certainly not democratic or random, but purposely designed through the 

programming of algorithms to maximize data production. As Joshua Reeves’ work in rhetoric offers,  

 

the Web’s rhetorical biases are expressed by the orientation of audiences toward 

logicized multitextual consumption. Web users are always inundated with a stag-

gering number of ‘relevant’ possibilities, a ubiquitous rhetoric of the possible that 

encourages them to expand and renegotiate their media experience (see Craig and 

Flood). These fulfilled possibilities cohere into the rhetorical flows by which users 

are caught in unexpected patterns of participation, engaging issues, researching 

products, and exploring topics that while not preordained have been offered to 

them through a digital rhetoric that is heavily biased toward keeping its users con-

nected to the Web. (2013: 325) 

 

The mechanisms and the machinery guiding our experience on the internet is directed, serving larger 

purposes of an economy and governance that emerges through our participation with these techno-

logies. Jodi Dean takes this argument a step further in her 2011 work, Blog Theory, offering that these 

enclosures or ever emerging content possibilities are essentially algorithmic traps, in which every 

click brings us closer to jouissance but is essentially unfulfilling, thus engaging us in ever further clicks 

(2011: 59). These works, along with a number of other important studies, such as those of Jim Brown, 

Steven Shaviro, and Steve Holmes, which cut across political theory, media theory, and rhetoric, are 

an important tool for creating what Ian Bogost refers to as an algorithmic literacy, or in short, the 

ability to read and recognize how algorithms shape and structure our experiences with these techno-

logies. I contend that an algorithmic literacy will be an important tool for queer scholars and commu-

nity activists for thinking about how our collection of data on gender identity participates with larger 

social and economic technologies of information. The democratic hopes for the internet, at its con-

ception, from many scholars and activists are deeply problematized by how these technologies fun-

ction. While it is true that more voices can be heard, and more opinions shared, independent voices 

are not afforded equal space and time amongst the ever more cluttered competition of corporations 

vying for users’ attention. This has come up repeatedly in the battle for net neutrality in the US 

(Fiegerman, 2018). However, what is more concerning than what appears on the surface of web 

browsing is that the machinery and mechanics of the internet are essentially designed, decided upon, 

and maintained by a small group of technological elites emerging from cybernetics and computer 

engineering. What would manifest from earlier workings of engineers and computer specialists in 

organizations like IEEE (Institute of Electronic and Electrical Engineers), who set protocol for technical 
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standards, would be a small group of technical experts dictating the internet’s protocols (Galloway, 

2006: 189). While the IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force), where most internet initiatives begin 

today, is open and features public discussion, it is produced in a homogenous platform where tech-

nological innovation occurs though the processes of standardization and universality (2006: 191-95). 

This standardization and universality of experience assures that the ways we use the internet are 

singular and are directed through larger processes of neoliberalist economics. Curtis White aptly 

describes this technocratic shift: whereas previously the unskilled masses would replace a skilled and 

elite minority as technological advancement made a particular task easier (think of the assembly line), 

today the opposite is occurring: a small number of technologically skilled individuals hold the keys 

to our economy as they reimagine work, government, and our new social landscape (2015: 22). As 

such, the new governors are tech people imagining and materializing the texture of our neoliberal 

landscape (Invisible Committee, 2014: 106). Power exists through the capacity to interact with, store, 

and reconfigure the massive amounts of data capital constantly being produced, and this technolo-

gical capacity certainly extends beyond the reach of individual citizens. Internet users are all pro-

ducing free labor through the use of internet technologies, monetized and profited on by these 

wealthy global elites. As Mackenzie Wark states, “with the commodification of information comes its 

vectoralization. Extracting a surplus from information requires technologies capable of transporting 

information through space, but also through time” (2014: 318). Despite the appearances of sponta-

neous emergence of protocol, open software, and the freedom to speak, access to the internet is 

homogenized, and flows of capital and information are decidedly directed. 

 

The internet is the new locus of economy and power. The new city becomes simply points of network 

access, as culture becomes interaction between points in digital networks. It is important to think 

about identity and data practices in line with these emerging technologies and in consideration of 

larger flows of information and capital. “The streets are dead capital,” as Rita Raley proclaims, and it 

will be necessary to think about resistance and our queer identities in new ways (2009: 1). The battle 

for political power and autonomy, in many important ways, has shifted to the internet.  

 

The Personal Is Not Political for an Algorithm 

Queer scholarship and activism may not yet have the necessary tools to adequately think about, 

challenge, or offer resistance to the technologies emerging under neoliberalism. Far from being 

exclusionary, information technologies are inclusionary; their function is appropriation. They do not 

mimic the disciplinary tools of a previous political age but instead function through their reduction 

of difference to data potential. Therefor the vast array of queer works which illustrate the ways in 

which queer bodies resisted their domination and offered possibilities for reimaging social difference 

(Butler Gender Trouble, Halberstam, Salamon, Foucault Discipline and Punish, etc.), while entirely use-

ful previously, do not offer much when we think about the changing function and scope of neoliberal 

governance. Many of the theoretical tools, such as deconstruction and historicism, or notions like 

embodiment or performativity, are ill suited to challenge information technologies because in many 

ways the function of algorithms are already queer: they are slippery, affective, and evolving, matching 
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the a-political, boundless nature of neoliberal capitalism. Indeed, the personal is not political any 

longer, as so many queer activists once contended; nothing really is political—it is data and it is 

possible revenue. It is useful to consider here, at least briefly, the social-political history from which 

neoliberal governance and technologies arose to make sense of our participation with these systems 

and the tools of resistance at our disposal. As the technological developments were arising which 

would make neoliberal governance possible, a significant shift in the ideologies of Leftist protest and 

politics was also occurring. As Jodi Dean succinctly describes,  

 

In brief, the late 1960s and early 1970s witnessed a set of profound changes in  

the world economy, changes associated with declines in economic growth and 

increases in inflation and unemployment… powerful figures in the corporate and 

finance sectors took this opportunity to dismantle the welfare state (by privatizing 

public holdings, cutting back on public services, and rewriting laws for the benefit 

of corporations). For the most part, the American left seemed relatively unaware of 

the ways business was acting as a class to consolidate political power—a funda-

mental component of which was the passage of a set of campaign finance laws 

establishing the rights of corporations to contribute unlimited amounts of money 

to political parties and political action committees.21 Instead, coming out of the 

movements associated with 1968, increasingly prominent voices on the left 

empathized and fought for personal freedoms, freedoms from parental and state 

constraints as well as freedoms for the expression of differences of race, sex and 

sexuality. While these ideals were situated within movements for social justice, their 

coexistence was precarious, as tensions at the time between workers and students 

made clear. (2011: 33) 

 

What emerged from this period on the Left was a division between those more focused on matters 

of identity and those more concerned with divisions of wealth and conditions of the working class. 

Simultaneously, those on the Right worked to break down economic regulations, while fighting 

against what they considered to be an inflated, overly large government. This work of the Right to 

delegitimize the State, as Dean explains, was unwittingly complimented by work on the Left engaged 

with a variety of social issues, or what we might call identity politics, as “the state seemed but another 

repressive authority, its provisions tied to the sexism of the traditional family and the racism of the 

white mainstream” (2011: 34). What would emerge side by side with a number of social victories for 

minority groups post 1968, as the Left fought for civil rights and protections, was an evolution of 

capital that would provide new barriers to power. This was made possible through the destruction of 

several economic regulations and erosion of monopoly laws which would lead to the rise of mult-

inational corporations, postfordist labor, and, eventually, with the technological innovation of the 

internet, the monetization of data and the possibilities for real time global investment. A new kind of 

politics and a new kind of capital was converging with a new kind of governance; appropriation would 

be its method of control. Here, it should not be viewed as coincidental, although certainly arguments 

are to be made about their sincerity, that it was major corporations who came to the defense of 
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LGBT+ people in states like Indiana and North Carolina when state governments moved to enact 

oppressive legislation (McGregor, 2019). After all, as The Huffington Post noted, “the combined 

buying power of lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender adults in the U.S. hits $884 billion—fighting 

on behalf of LGBT employees and stakeholders has logically become good business” (Ferro and 

Kaufman, 2016). Multinational corporations, including the United States’ largest employer, Walmart, 

championed LGBT+ expression with a number of emerging protections in the workplace (Green and 

Pettypiece, 2016). This is not to be read as a vote of confidence in the actions of these corporations, 

as questions of inequity and oppression certainly do continue to loom within their operations, but 

an observation of a clearly changing trend in how capital functions. Neoliberalism is about inclusion. 

 

Many of the tools of identity politics are, thus, ill-suited to effectively challenging the tools of neoli-

beralism, such as internet technologies, because they are oriented towards a model of governance 

as exclusionary, rather than the current capitalism of inclusion that I have described. While disciplines 

like queer theory, race studies, and feminist studies evolved from these political struggles over the 

last few decades, it is important to think about new tools for dealing with the evolving technological 

nature of capitalism. It may be argued that identity politics can be suited for the internet, with 

#BlackLivesMatter and the Same Love campaigns serving as popular examples in the US, but this 

misunderstands the mechanisms and the machinery of the internet as a medium. Any message is 

secondary to its function as data, as every message is appropriated, deconstructed, and reduced to 

the code of capital. Here, a message may have semiotic value on the surface, but it is important to 

consider the way that information technologies appropriate that message, reifying the mechanisms 

of neoliberal capital. Participation with these technologies strengthens the inequity of the global 

capitalist landscape, and our inclusion is appropriation on its terms. It is also important to consider 

that perhaps the most serious resistance movements to global capital quite recently were the online 

movements of Anonymous and Wikileaks, whose impacts arose from both their anonymity and their 

subversion or misuse of internet technologies, rather than their use of them, thus separating them in 

both form and function. Anonymous inhabits a Dionysian energy, argues Gabriella Coleman; its 

activists mix playfulness in their full out assault on sources of power they believe have committed 

wrongdoing against the populace, often associated with violating a belief in free speech they hold 

sacred for the internet (Coleman, 2014: 85). Some examples include DDoS attacks, phishing efforts 

(attempts to engage organizations online to fraudulently allow access to secure material), and acts 

of doxing (publicly releasing the private information of institutions or individuals) against the govern-

ment of Tunisia, The Church of Scientology, and Visa, Mastercard, and PayPal—whose representatives 

denied donations made to Wikileaks (a whistleblowing website that releases leaked information to 

promote transparency and to fight corruption). Anons (members of Anonymous) communicate 

through chatrooms in which anyone can join, throw out an idea, and emerge as part of a plan to take 

action. At its highest point, estimates offer that up to 10,000 individuals from around the world 

participated simultaneously in some form in coordination with Anonymous (Knappenberger, 2012). 

Similarly, Wikileaks is a group that used software to create encrypted conversation for whistleblowers 

to report abuses of power, which Wikileaks would then share (or leak) publicly to discredit the alleged 

abusers. Their work included notable leaks alleging wrongdoing in the Iraq war, corruption in the 
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government of Tunisia, fraudulent activity by major banks, and quite recently, an email chain between 

Hillary Clinton and staffers from the Democratic National Committee, which may have impacted her 

election chances. The work of these two groups, and numerous others, has forced governments and 

the public to rethink internet freedom and security, investing in security software and changing 

communication practices. Members associated with these groups who subverted, misused, and 

disrupted these neoliberal technologies have faced exorbitant criminal charges that far exceed the 

prison sentences for crimes related to physical protest, evidencing the higher political stakes of the 

digital landscape (Coleman, 2014: 159).  

 

In a project aimed at engaging queerness in subversion of internet technologies, queer media 

theorist Zach Blas engaged with and wrote about an art group called Queer Technologies – who 

began development on a Facial Weaponization Suite. Blas’ work is a useful example of the kind of 

undertaking for queer theorists to engage in, thinking about possible forms of resistance to neo-

liberal technologies. Playing on the notion of “fag face” (the idea that a gay person’s face is recogni-

zable as such), Queer Technologies developed masks comprised of many gay men’s faces in one 

single 3d model that when worn would throw off facial recognition software. Blas’s work builds on a 

2001 piece by media theorist Phillip Agre, which outlines the potential dangers of facial recognition 

software. These works, which examine concepts of capture and surveillance, address many of the 

same problems with data mining such as the potential to store and appropriate personal informa-

tion/likeness, etc. Similarly, Jasbir Puar’s Terrorist Assemblages, although a work of political theory, 

reimagines the neoliberal network and possible subversion through counter networks of queer and 

other experience. Puar’s work reimagines the notion of assemblage to pose possible resistance to 

neoliberal networks, imagining tactics and strategies that challenge power as it constitutes itself 

today through technologies of appropriation. These works, and others beginning to emerge as part 

of important conversations about queer engagement with neoliberal technologies, recognizing the 

larger apparatuses of power and capital that shape them. These works are distinguished from 

previous or more traditional scholarship about LGBT+ usage on the internet (Rawson, Seiebler, Rak, 

etc.) through their recognition of the technologies of information capital, which much scholarship 

regarding identity and internet usage doesn’t adequately account for. These works remain more 

focused on concerns of a governance of exclusion such as representation and discipline, missing how 

internet technologies function differently than previous medias.  

 

Conclusion 

Important theoretical questions about autonomy, anonymity, and ethics present themselves when 

we consider queer digital participation and processes of data collection, such as those of PGPs. 

Specifically, the use and collection of preferred pronoun information for transgender and gender 

non-conforming people offers an important opportunity to explore issues of ethics and queer 

autonomy on the internet because it evidences the challenges of inclusion/exclusion and represen-

tation that information technologies bring. While recognizing preferred pronouns are important to 

the health and success of transgender and gender nonconforming persons, the collection of such 
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information through internet technologies has unintended effects. The scope of data collection about 

gender and sexuality is only growing, as the capture of preferred pronouns in professional, medical, 

and educational settings suggests. It will be important for scholars and activists concerned with 

LGBT+ autonomy to consider how information technologies function and to consider how queer 

practices contribute to or challenge their functions. Establishing an algorithmic literacy to make sense 

of and understand how internet technologies operate to appropriate identity through collection of 

data will be a necessary and critical tool for queer scholars and activists. As Alexander Galloway 

explains, “interfaces themselves are effects, in that they bring about transformations in material 

states. But at the same time interfaces are themselves the effects of other things, and thus tell the 

story of the larger forces that engender them” (Galloway, 2013a: vii). It is, therefore, necessary to 

understand how our own daily uses of technology arise from larger economic forces and how they 

contribute to our own changing human orientation and engagement with the world. PGPs position 

themselves as an important site for queer intervention, recognizing the extent of our own parti-

cipations with these technologies, and offering a space to explore how theorists and activists might 

understand and challenge the ways that information technologies use LGBT+ data. 
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